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“It was time for a Taege. I needed a strong, fast, 
and long-lasting post driver to cope with the sever 
conditions we work in.  I’ve been in the fencing 
industry for 40 years and have a good knowledge 
of what is required to get the job done.  We need to 
be able to fit a few of our own customisations and it 
had to be safe, fast and strong.  We bought our first 
Taege contractor post driver because of the strong 
reputation.  The best feature is the hydraulic spike 
turner with the benefit of being faster and a whole 
lot safer.  We’ll be replacing our other post driver 
with a Taege”.

ChrIs Daley
Fencetec Contracting

 
I bought my first Taege post driver on the reputation 
they have and I’ve had trouble-free running for 7 
years, never putting a welder to it.  The new one I’ve 
just purchased is great with the extras.  The hydraulic 
spike turner is brilliant for speed and safety and the 
end shift makes it a very easy one-man operation.  
It’s a very well made local product that does the job 
well and what it was built for”.

MIke WarWICk

A Ground Breaking Company Since 1923

www.taege.com

- Market leading innovation
- Strongest drivers on the market
- Purpose built for your requirements
- Preferred by contractors and farmers

More efficient.
better yield.
More choice.
better Quality.- heavy duty frame – twin box with 6mm steel

- Multi spool control banks
- Monkey/hammer ram with 50mm shaft
- Wooden post/spike cap

Full complement of optional upgrades 
available to suit your individual  
requirements including:

- side shift options up to 600mm
- 4m mast or 4.6m flip top
- hydraulic spike turner
- end shift
- augers
- Up to 13mm rope
- adjustable legs
- side mount set up

taege post drivers



post drivers 
Farmer, Superstriker and 
Contractor series

Optional spike 
with hydraulic 
retraction and 
hydraulic spike 
turner.

Side shifts with 
heavy duty 

options available

www.taege.com

Monkey weights 
Options available from 
500lbs (230kg) – 1000lbs 
(454kg)

Strong proven twin box 
mast made of 6mm steel


